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BORDERLAND, NO-MAN'S-LAND: AN E T H N O G R A P H I C 
APPROACH T O T H E GERMANS IN BOHEMIA 

Katharina Eisch 

In the middle of the 1990s, an ethnographic research project dealt with ethnie 
Germans — now Czech nationals — Hving even today in the border regions of Bohe-
mia: a group far remote from the big Sudeten German-Czech debates and argu-
ments, a group which has been marginalized since die end of the war. The research 
focused on the identity and cohective memory of this "disappearing minority", so far 
as they could be ascertained in concrete, visible phenomena of the field as weU as in 
strata more removed from the surface, such as memories, tales and ttaditions. An 
open methodology combining processual and dialogic aspects made it possible to 
resolve the problém of an at first radier irritating rejeetion of a "German identity" 
and of the Sudeten German discussion as a whole by the interviewees. What was 
found was a different, rather unexpected notion of diverging identities, an awareness 
of the potential for compromise as weU as for conftict inherent in ethnically mixed 
communities, an awareness stemming from own experience, an inherited bi-national 
competence as weU as from the fact that ethnie and national identity constructs had 
lost aU their atttaction in the course of the German-Czech catastrophe. In modern 
Europe this knowledge is more up-to-date and necessary than ever. 

E T H N I C DISCOURSE IN T H E BOHEMIAN LANDS 

Steffen Höhne 

This study represents a phüological contribution to the analysis of the pre-1848 
"German-Czech conflict Community". Proceeding from the question how commu-
nication about other ethnie groups takes place or how alien ethnie groups are con-
stitated and construeted in the process of communication, it examines a concrete 
example, the "Laube-Kaufmann controversy" which took place in 1843 in the "Zei-
tung für die elegante Weh" and in the "Komet" (both Leipzig-based), in an attempt 
to sketch the communicative process of creating, stabihzing, and altering national 
and ethnie categories. How do social groups create and change specific dispositions 
of recognition (what people know), of emotion (what people feel), of intention (what 
people want), and of prescription (what people ought to) — this is the main question. 


